INDIVIDUAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
Purchase or reservation of a ticket signifies acceptance of these terms and conditions.
On arrival security will perform individual / car searches and have voluntary amnesty bins.
Chalets must be left undamaged and in a clean and tidy condition no later than 10am on Monday
8th May 2017.
If on your arrival you find any items or fittings damaged or missing please report to reception.
Should you be responsible for damage or breakages either to accommodation or to the holiday
park facilities during your period of stay, you will be held personally responsible and liable to
make good.
If you are found in possession of illegal or prohibited items or substances you will be
immediately ejected from the park without entitlement to compensation. Please check the FAQ
for more info.
If you are engaged in disruptive or offensive behaviour, especially fighting, repeated noise
pollution, you will be ejected from the park without entitlement to compensation.
Soundsystems, PAs and decks are prohibited on this site and will be confiscated by security until
Monday check-out.
The use of blow horns or noise making devices is prohibited outside of the main music venues.
Under no circumstance must the agreed number of people be exceeded in the accommodation.
There will be daily welfare checks of the Holiday Park and all accommodation from midday
every day. These will be conducted by Security to ensure the safety of everyone attending the
event and the Holiday Park itself. If Security deem it necessary they have the right to enter
accommodation at any point during the event.
We will not be held responsible for any claims after 12pm on Monday 8 May 2017. Any such
matters must be addressed before or at the event itself.
We are in no way responsible for any loss or damage to your property during your stay.
We will not be held responsible for damages or inconveniences caused by 'Acts of God'.
Your email address will be added to the Clubland mailing list. You will receive updates about the
Clubland Weekender and other future Clubland events or products. You can change or
unsubscribe your email at any time by following the link at the bottom of each email newsletter.
There will be filming and photography at the event. We may therefore use your image on
websites, in press or promotions. By agreeing to these T&Cs you consent to this.
You certify that you will be aged 18 years or older on the day you check in to the event.
The lineup and programming of the Clubland Weekender is subject to change.

Purchase or reservation of a ticket signifies acceptance of these terms and conditions.

